
MMS Overview
When you need more dynamic interaction than text alone, 
MMS is the perfect mobile channel. Not only are mobile  
users already familiar with MMS, they enjoy the images,  
audio, and other rich content that MMS delivers.

Many enterprises already use outbound MMS to build lists of subscribers and to 
make their engagement with customers and employees more compelling. MMS is 
the ideal mobile channel for sending promotional messages and delivering mobile 
tickets, boarding passes and receipts, and health and fitness tips. 

Enterprises are also discovering equally valuable ways to use inbound MMS  
for a variety of operational use cases such as travel expenses, and for insurance 
claims and prescription refills.

How Enterprises Can Use MMS

Any use case that involves delivery of tangible content like a ticket, a receipt, a 
picture, or a coupon is a model candidate for MMS. Rather than have your employee 
or customer spend time describing an issue, mailing in a form, or finding a scanner  
to digitize and send in a document, simply let them snap a picture and text it in.

Examples of inbound MMS 

• Insurance companies allowing customers to file repair claims by sending in a 
picture of the damaged property.

• Financial institutions enabling customers to make a deposit by sending  
in a picture of a check.

• Pharmacies allowing customers to refill a prescription by sending  
in a picture of the order.

Using inbound MMS, a 
customer can immediately 
send pictures of damaged 
property directly to the 
insurance provider, saving time 
and speeding up the claim 

Using outbound MMS, 
enterprises can build 
subscriber lists and send 
valuable content to members.

Examples of outbound MMS 

• Retailers sending digital receipts, advertisements and offers.

• Healthcare providers sending wellness tips and exercise videos to members. 

• Airlines and travel agencies sending mobile boarding passes.

• Entertainment and media companies sending mobile tickets and video clips to 
publicize newly released productions.



About Us
OpenMarket, a division of Amdocs, helps enterprises use mobile to transform their business. OpenMarket provides mobile engagement solutions for organizations to optimize their 
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around the world. Our clients trust us to power their mobile business. For more information, visit www.openmarket.com.
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Features of OpenMarket MMS

• Support for multiple file formats including images, video, extra-long text, and more.

• Two-way (outbound/inbound) messaging enables more effective engagement between the enterprise and the 
mobile user.

• Reach to mobile operators in the US, UK and Australia.

• Delivery confirmation reports for tracking message delivery.

• Device and operator discovery to ensure that every device receives the best possible experience.

• Content caching that enables re-use across multiple messages for more efficient messaging. 

• Messaging reports enable quick activity checking and analytics.

• Straightforward integration using either our industry-standard HTTP or MM7 APIs.

• Value-added features, including decisioning logic, broadcast functionality, and content repository.
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For many enterprises, managing travel receipts is an inefficient process that frustrates both employees and Finance. Time spent looking 
for, scanning, and emailing receipts is time wasted. MMS can transform the process, saving time and money, and improving everyone’s 
disposition. Using MMS, a traveling employee can text a keyword and amount, like “taxi 40 USD”, to your short code. Your expense 
reporting system can receive and enter the information, accurately and without delay. 

Two-Way MMS: How it streamlines expense reporting

Car rental 149.80 
USD

Hotel 240.58 
USD

Start report

To learn more about OpenMarket MMS, visit http://www.openmarket.com/products/mms


